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숞 솧맣 빪 캏슲. 쫆앦픦 믾쁳픒 짾짦쁢 칺줊슲. շ뺂샂핞ո 
헒킪핳픒 묺컿쁢 멑픎 핂얾 멑슲핂삲. 

핂읊�졂 믾숳. 믆멑픎 멂�헏 푷솒펞 픦, 캏쭎픦 훟픒 
힎�쁢 쿦힏핺옪 헣픦쇪삲. 힎졂픊옪쭎� �헣픒 핕쁢 쿦힏엳픎 
믾숳픒 믾숳핊 쿦 핖멚 쁢 킺핂삲. շ뺂샂핞ո펞컪 팒컮핺켊� 
옪찒픦 풞 믾숳픒 졶짷 폲쯚헪슲픎 힎졂뫊 �헣 훟 펂쁞 
 �펞잚 재샍픎 캏�옪, 흗 풞믾숳픦 캏삶쭎빦 삶쭎많 탇숟 
핦엲빦맒 �, 줂푷멚 팖맪읊 뺂춪먾빦 섷믆얺삖 뫃펞 잲삺엲 
핖삲. �헣픦 훟 힎�핂않쁢 믾쁳핂 멾펺쇪 핂멑픒 믾숳핂않 
 쿦 핖픒밚. 빦픦 폶헒 믾숳핂 팒삖않졂 삲좉 ‘헖짦픦 
믾숳’핂믾쁢 밚. 

줂펆많픦 헖짦핂 핦엲빦많멚 쇦졂 줂큶 핊핂 쩚펂힎쁢많. 숞 
솧맣핂 빪 핂 먾힡 믾숳슲펞 핟많많 쭎펺 핂읒픎 짆옻멚솒 
յ뮎픦 잞ն핂삲. 뮎픦 잞핂앎 줂펕핊밚. 믆멑픎 푾컮 �엳믾뫎핆 
뮎많 쿦푷펺 킮� 뺂쭎옪 헒삺쁢 푆쭎픦 잞핊 멑핂삲. 믆얺빦 
쏞 믆멑픎 혾픚믾뫎핂 멾펺쇪 뮎많 뺂쨗쁢 뺂쭎픦 잞핊 쿦 핖삲. 
잞핞졂, �엳핂않쁢 믾쁳펞 펋잲핂힎 팘픒 쌚 솒읺펂 믆멑픎 
잞믾 킪핟힎 졶읆삲. 줂펕쫂삲 յ뮎픦 잞ն핂 ‘뮎’퐎솒, ‘잞’뫊솒, 
캏헏 펾뫎컿핂 펔삲쁢 멑픎 훊졷 힎헞핂삲. 핂퓲핂쁢 캏뫊 
믾쁳픒 쭒읺먾빦 캏펞 픦줆픒 쭎펺픊옪턶 캖옪풂 믾쁳픊옪 
퓮솒삲. 핟많많 캏뫊 믾쁳픦 줆헪펞 힟훟몮 핖픚픎 폲엲 
펂썲 졂펞컪 뮎픦 캏픒 삼팦삲몮  쏞 삲읆 폲쯚헪픦 헪졷핂 
յ믾쁳쁢 칺앚ն핆 섾컪솒 핆쇪삲. 핂멑픎 짦칺  뮎핂읊 
짦� 헟펂 켆풂 멑픊옪, 믆 펂썲 퓮푷먾빦 킫쪒많쁳 믾쁳솒 
펔핂, 믆헎 쨓믎쨓믎 헒몮 핖삲. 믆 푆펞솒 짦칺픎 뫁뫁펞, 
펂썲 몋푾 졶핂 짢삳펞 뽡펺 핖믾솒 삲. 핂읒솒, 펻솒 펔핂. 
핂퓲핂 핟펞컪 펂썲 멾픎 삶쿪 멾픒 �풚훒 삲읆 짦�픊옪 
빦팒맒삲믾쫂삲, 믆 핞�옪 멾헣쇦힎 팘픎 쪎뫊 흫킫픦 많쁳컿픒 
흫졓삲. 핂 ‘헖짦’픦 멑슲픎 홓홓 탛픒 핂욶몮 핖몮 핊홓픦 
먾풆캏�엊 컪옪읊 짦폏몮 핖펂컪, 많옇, 푾읺쁢 숞 맪픦 յ뮎픦 
잞ն핂 �혆 빦픦 믾숳핂 쇦쁢 멑픒 캏캏멚 쇪삲. 힎잚 
핂멑슲픎 빦많 쇦믾읊 믾삲읺쁢 쭖퐒헒 펞 쭖뫊힎 
팘삲. 헖짦뫊 헖짦핂 멾쇦펂 찒옪콚 폶헒 빦옪컪 쫆앦픦 
펻픒 쿦멚 쇦쁢 멚 팒삖않쁢 헞픎 솒�펞 졓짿젾, 짢옪 
핂멑핂퍊잞옪 킺핊 멑핂삲. ‘헖짦’픎 삶쿪 ‘빦’읊 힎쁢 
멑핂 팒삖않 ‘숦’픒 폖찒삲. ‘헖짦’픎 ‘빦’쫂삲 핂짆 ‘숦’펞 
많밚푾젾, 믆엕멚 펊잖슮힎 졕 짾쿦옪 흫킫 멑핂삲. ‘짦’픦 
먾풆캏픎 ‘숦’핂삲. 
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Forms split in two; Objects as traitors to their original 
function: These are what constitute the exhibition 
space in Client.

Take the pillar for example. For architectural purpose, 
it’s defined as a vertical member that supports an 
upper weight. The vertical force that connects the 
ground to the ceiling is what makes the pillar a pillar. 
In Client, the objects that mimic the circular pillars 
in the lobby of Art Sonje Center needlessly give 
off fog or are bluntly hung in space, touching upon 
just either floor or ceiling, with the top half or the 
bottom half of the pillar severed. Lacking the ability 
to support the weight of the ceiling, can this still be 
called a pillar? If it’s not a whole pillar, can it at least 
be ‘half a pillar’?

What happens when half of something is cut off? 
Interestingly, the artist calls these fake pillars split 
in two, Words of the Ear. What is meant by ‘words 
of the ear’? It would first of all allude to the external 
words that are delivered to the inner body through 
the hearing organ of the ear. But it can also be 
the internal words spat out by the ear that lacks 
articulators. In other words, when one doesn’t 
depend on the function of hearing, it may just start 
talking. What’s noteworthy is that Words of the Ear 
is not figuratively relevant to ‘ear’ nor ‘words’. Yi 
separates the form from function, or questions the 
form, and leads it to have a new function. The fact 
that the artist concentrates on the problems of form 
and function is also verified by another object, titled 
Functioning Person, which rather does resemble the 
shape of the ear in a way. A reflector twisted in half 
and held up, it’s devoid of any identifiable or useful 
function and just merely rotates in one spot (Other 
reflectors are placed throughout the exhibition 
space, sometimes on the floor, without a title nor 
function.)

In Yi’s work, a certain lack proves the possibility 
of transformation and multiplication that’s not 
determined by itself, rather than merely seeking 
for the other half that would fill its lack. As these 
‘halves’ often make a pair and reflect each other like 
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푆쭎옪 븒힟펂뺂쁢 핊, 핮핺쇪 �핆픦 핂퍊믾펞 뮎 믾풆핂쁢 핊, 
잞핞졂, ‘뮎픦 잞’픒 훊몮 짩쁢 핊픎 캄픒 핳킪�쁢 훟푢 
짷킫핂삲. 믆엕멚, 캏샂 몮맫픊옪컪 핊짷헏픊옪 핂퍊믾읊 얺 
폲쁢 ‘뺂샂핞⢵锑’쁢 컪옪픦 뺂짎 킺핳픒 폂펂 쫂핂쁢 
‘뺂샂핞Ⰹ锑’옪 �쇪삲. 
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‘뺂샂핞’픦 헒핂 짪캫쁢 ‘캲핆’픎 핂캏 줂샎핂삲. 믆멑픎 
킇펾픦 많혿핂 풂폏쁢 몶펾킃핳픊옪, 펆헮많 몋폏뭚픒 숦얺탊 
많혿 맒 삲핂 짪캫힎 졶읊 핳콚핂삲. 힎잚 헣핟 핂 뫁펞컪 
핊쁢 졶킃핂 쫂펺힎쁢 멑픎 킇펾픦 �묺 쫆핂 퓮핊삲. 믆많 
핊힎 팘쁢 졶킃핂 슿핳쁢 멑픎 킇펾뫊 벦 핖픒 쌚핆섾, 
펺믾컪 핂 졓짿 몒믗헏 뫎몒쁢 좋헏핂몮 삺� 뽆앦퐎 벦 
‘펾믾�엊’잞핞졂, �젢않펞 푾펾 �쇪 킲헪 핺 몋쫂 
핳졂뫊 줂뫎힎 팘픎 � 칺않힎몮, 믆엕멚 숦핂 벦 멆펂많쁢, 
쌚옪 콞픒 핯팒샇멶 븚펂훊쁢 믆 많 짻픎 핊쿪, 짦, ‘착빦쁢 
펆섣’핂 쇪삲. 

핂읊�졂 ‘캲핆’픎 몶펾킃핳뫊 핊�옪컪픦 믾쁳픒 캏킲 쌚, 
믆 힒헣 핂읒픦 픦짆읊 쇦�쁢삲. 믆읺몮 쫆뫊 킇펾핂 헒캫 
핂퍊믾펞 재� 힞힡 ‘펾믇’픒 킪섦 힒 짻픦 핟픎 숢�뫊 
뫃졓젾, ‘헖짦’픦 펆섣슲핂 착빦멚 쇦쁢 혾멂픒 캏믾킪�삲. 멾묻, 
핟많픦 헒핟픒 찚펂 핞졂, ‘잖퍊Maya’, 몵 ‘푾읺많 팒쁢 
믆멑핂 팒삞’ 쌚. 

‘믆멑핂 팒삖믾’ 퓒컪쁢, 푾컮, ‘믆멑’픊옪 �헣쇦쁢 헒헪많 
푢삲. 핂얺 짍픚뫊 쭎헣픦 멾콛, 몵 폏픦 �몒쁢 칺킲 폏 
펻칺읊 핂웒폶 �샎핂믾솒 삲. 폏슲픎 샎맪 핂 폏픦 �헪펞 
믾샎펂 홂잋 퐢픊젾, 쌚쌚옪 믆멑픒 줂뻖쓶읺먾빦 옪쁢 
킪솒슲핂 홂핺퐢삲. 핂퓲핂쁢 펂썮많. 믆쁢 홓홓 핂얺 
폏픒 쿪헒 폏 핞�옪컪 묺�삲. 믆픦 폏캏 핟 콛 잜픎 
핆줊슲픎 펂썲 몮�큲얾 캏펞 찮혆 핖픊젾, 믆슲픎 핂 맞헣픒 
뭁핂 ‘핺줂샎’삲. 믆엕멚 폏핒픒 몮짿쁢 젊큲많 
맪핓쇦몮, 맞헣픒 쭎�믾쁢 뽆앦옪 핂 몮짿픒 맣혾픊옪턶, 핂 
먾힡 짍픚픊옪쭎� 힒펞 많밚풂 줂펕핂 �믾읊 콚잫삲. 
많옇, 헒핟 յWetland, Greencard, Trioն2012펞컪 칺킂픊옪 
쭒핳 핟많많 반픎 펂숮 콛 솒킪픦 쿦픒 잺 쌚 얺빦폲쁢 
많큲 콯 ‘As the Deer’쁢 핂 멅핯픒 쿦 펔쁢 맞헣픦 킲�읊 
몮�큲엋멚 졷솒솒옫 잚슮삲.

յ캲핆 ն픎 핂얺 핟많픦 뭲솒펞컪 젆줊졂컪, 핂읊 섢푿 
샎샂멚 찒펂 맣킪�삲. 폖�샎, 믆얺빦 쏞 푢�샎, յ캲핆 
ն픎 폏캏픊옪잚 묺컿쇦펂 핖힎 팘삲. 폏캏 핟 յ캲핆 ն픦 많 

their inevitable tie. Concerning how she painted 
just the bottom part of the figure when explaining 
Buddhist practice in the dream, Bonhyang says that 
SeungYeon would fill the rest. The witnessing of ‘half’ 
as foreseen by Bonhyang leads to a non-singular 
identity of SeungYeon’s existence. Therefore, it still 
has certain consistency when the axis of weight 
between SeungYeon and Bonhyang, which seemed 
equal at first, suddenly leans over to one side, and 
the story takes a turn to SeungYeon and her family’s 
past life.

What’s important in the episode about the past 
life are not details such as what kingdom in 
India SeungYeon was a princess of, and how the 
relationship between SeungYeon’s mom and her 
sister switched. Rather, what we must focus on are 
implications that our identity is not fixed, and that 
the self in the present is just ‘half’ at best and thus 
what must be created is beyond the present ‘half’. 
Most importantly, this episode is significant in that 
this process of making such identity takes the form 
of a storytelling. The storytelling makes us recognize 
ourselves as us, and allows us to become what is 
not us. Our life exists in the form of story. Therefore, 
bringing out one’s hidden story, listening carefully to 
the latent story from others, or giving and receiving 
‘words of the ear’ so to speak, is an important way 
of expanding life. And this is how ‘the client’ (as a 
customer engaged in one-sided communication) 
is transposed into ‘the intimate’ (who opens up the 
innermost souls of each other).

 3
‘Shine Hill’, where the transformation of ‘client’ 
occurs, is a strange stage. A golf practice range 
run by SeungYeon’s family, it’s somewhere a family 
dispute regarding its management rights might take 
place some day. However, the only person seen 
working here is SeungYeon’s friend, Bonhyang. 
We find Bonhyang not working only when she is 
with SeungYeon. Here, the clear class relationship 
between the two vanishes like ‘smoke’ (that is, not 
irrelevant to the actual fire alarm scene captured by 
the camera by chance) with the sweet dreamy song, 
and the fake grass hill on which they walk together, 

싾않컪, 힎빪 쩖 맪핆헒 շ숞 쩖 짦 잲펂힒ո2014픦 픦짆킺핳 
헪졷픎 핂쩖펞솒, 많옇 잲슻픦 퓒�읊 짢붆졂, 퓮삲. 섵쭧핂핞졂, 샇킪 헒킪핟 훟 յMeet me at the Eagleն픦 
 컲�줊핂펖섦 숞 솧맣 빪 졶삖펒픎, 삶쿪 폶헒 팓믾옪 
쫃묺쇦믾읊 콚잫쁢 멑핂 팒삖않, 헒줆핂않쁢 퓒� 짝 킪헞 
쪎픦 캖옪풂 믾쁳픊옪 먾슻빪삲.
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헖짦픊옪 핦엲빦맒 홂핺많 숞 짾옪, 믆 핂캏픊옪 핳쇦쁢 멑픎 
շ뺂샂핞ո픦 폏캏 핟 յ캲핆 ն펞컪솒 잖�많힎핂삲. 핂 핟픎 
믾핂 핆펾픒 핂펂많쁢 숞 펺컿, 쫆뫊 킇펾픦 핂퍊믾읊 삲욺삲. 
솒핓쭎쭎� 숞 칺앚픎 잖� 먾풆캏�엊 쫂펺힎솒옫 퓮솒쇪삲. 
빦픦 쪋픒 잖훊 맏맏픦 짷펞컪 솧핊 퐅픒 핓몮 솧핊 헖 
쿦픒 몮 핖쁢 숞 칺앚픎, 짾몋펞컪 콛칻핂쁢 뽆앹잞�엊, 좆픒 
짢붢 �펂빦솒 줂짷 쫂핆삲. 핂펂힎쁢 핳졂핂 짆옻삲. �픚 
잚빦멚 쇦믾 헒 붖펞컪 킇펾픊옪 �헣쇦쁢 칺앚픒 쫲삲몮 잞쁢 
핆�쮾펞컪 쫆픎 죦멚솒 붖 콛픦 펊뭂핂 짦� 많엲힒 �, 
흗 뿖픎 팖 쫂핂몮 �퐎 � 쭎쭒잚 쫂핂쁢 캏�폎삲몮 컲졓삲. 
믆얺핞 킇펾�픊옪 뻦펂맒 핆�쮾 졂픎 믆잊픒 믆읺쁢 킇펾픦 
짦� 많엲힒 펊뭂, 믆얺빦 핂쩖펢 뿖잚 슪얺빦몮 �퐎 � 쭎쭒핂 
많엲힒 졶킃픒 쫂펺훎삲. 

헖짦잚 뫃맪쇪 펊뭂. 핂멑픎 펊뭂픦 팒앦�뫊 퓒�픒 삶쿪 
핂펂쭧핂믾 퓒 흞핂 팒삖삲. 흞펞쁢 싿 재팒퍊  퐎 
헪핞읺많 헣혆 핖힎잚, յ캲핆 ն펞컪 믆 옪솒 짦쫃헏픊옪 
슿핳쁢 짦� 많엲힒 펊뭂슲픎 숞 칺앚픦 펾헏 핆펾잚�핂빦 
펂�졂 샎�많쁳컿뫊 핳많쁳컿픒 팢킪삲. 쫆픎 붖 콛펞컪 
쿦쩣픒 컲졓쁢 훟펞솒 핆줊픦 팒앹쭎쭒잚 믆옆섦 멑펞 샎, 
빦젆힎쁢 킇펾핂 �풚빦맖 멑핂않몮 잞삲. 쫆핂 폖힎섦 
‘헖짦’픦 졷멷픎, 킇펾핂않쁢 홂핺많 많힒 삶핊힎 팘픎 
헣�컿픊옪 빦팒맒삲. 싾않컪, �픚 솧슿 쬖섦 킇펾뫊 쫆픦 
헖짦틷픦 줂멚�핂 핊쿪 �픊옪 믾풆펂힎젾 펗쑿멚솒 킇펾뫊 
많혿픦 헒캫 퍦믾옪 얺많쁢 멑픎 빦읒픦 핊뫎컿픒 매쁢삲. 

헒캫 펞콚슪펞컪 훊졷퍊  멑픎, 킇펾핂 핆솒 펂쁞 퐣묻픦 
뫃훊폎몮 킇펾픦 펂젆삖퐎 펆삖퐎픦 칺핂쁢 펂쎉멚 쉲짢뷚펖쁢힎 
싾퓒픦 켆켆 뫎몒솒많 팒삞 멑핂삲. 푾읺픦 헣�컿픎 몮헣쇦펂 
핖힎 팘삲쁢 멑, 핺픦 빦쁢 믾벝퍊 ‘헖짦’�펞 쭖뫊삲쁢 
멑. 믆얺즎옪 푢 멑픎 핺픦 헖짦픊옪쭎� 믆 뻖젆읊 
잚슲펂빦많쁢 핊핂않쁢 멑. 줂펕쫂삲 훟푢 멂, 핂 잚슲펂빦많쁢 
뫊헣핂 핂퍊믾픦 �읊 씲삲쁢 헞핂삲. 핂퍊믾쁢 푾읺읊 푾읺옪 
핆킫멚 몮 푾읺많 푾읺 팒삚 멑핂 쇮 쿦 핖멚 삲. 푾읺픦 
캄픎 핂퍊믾픦 �옪 홂핺젾, 싾않컪 맞�숢 빦픦 핂퍊믾읊 

a kind of a mirror image, we might imagine the two 
Words of the Ear coming together to form one single 
pillar. However, they are more than just incomplete 
fragments waiting to become one. Half and half don’t 
come together to finally create a whole to fulfill its 
original function, and this, clearly evident throughout 
the exhibition, might be the very point: ‘Half’ doesn’t 
simply aim at ‘one’, but prepares for ‘two’. ‘Half’ is 
already closer to ‘two’ more so than it is to ‘one’, and 
will multiply many times over. The mirror image of 
‘half’ is ‘two’.

(Therefore, the significant title of Yi’s last solo 
exhibition A Round Turn and Two Half-Hitches (2014) 
could be valid again this time, granted that the 
positions of the knots change.) (To add to this, the 
harmonium split in two installed in the work Meet me 
at the Eagle shown in that exhibition, does not simply 
desire to be restored into a complete instrument, but 
is reinvented to have a new function as the transition 
in its position and viewpoint of a revolving door.) 

 2
The half expanding double or more also applies to 
the video Shine Hill in Client. This video tells the story 
about a strange connection between two women, 
Bonhyang and SeungYeon. From the beginning of 
the video, the two are induced to look like a mirror 
image. Dressed in the same clothes, and engaged 
in the same bowing gestures in two different rooms 
separated by a wall, the two figures could have 
been born in each other’s bodies as sung in the 
background. Next scene is quite interesting; In the 
interview where Bonhyang talks about having met 
someone presumed to be SeungYeon in a dream, 
Bonhyang says that SeungYeon had half of her face 
covered, with just her nose and chin visible. The 
interview then captures SeungYeon painting, this time 
with her nose and chin covered and only eyes visible.

The face, only half visible, is not just a puzzle that 
simply connects the top part of the face with the 
bottom part. While the pieces have their own fitting 
place on the puzzle, the half-covered faces that 
repeatedly appear in Shine Hill suggest no less 
the possibility of substitution and expansion than 
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펆섣픎 폏캏핂 캏폏쇦몮 핖쁢 헒킪핳 짢삳펞솒 콭팒 핖삲. 펂숮펞 
줉 믆 펆섣 펻킪 յ캲핆 ն픦 핊쭎핂삲. 믆얺즎옪 폏캏 յ캲핆 
ն픎 믆 핞�옪 핞혿헏핂힎 팘삲. 픎, 믆 핞�옪 핞혿헏핊 쿦 
핖쁢 멑픎 폲힏 칺킲픒 잫맏 쌚핂삲. 폏캏 յ캲핆 ն픎 핂짆 킲 
콛 줂펆많픦 먾풆캏핊 춞 팒삖않, 믆멑픦 쏞 삲읆 먾풆캏픒 폏캏 
짢밳 헒킪 뫃맒펞 쇦솚엲뽡쁢삲. ‘헖짦’픦 폏캏. 쏞 삲읆 ‘헖짦’픦 
컲�. 믆엕멚 숦 핂캏, 졕 짾옪 쭖펂빦쁢 펆섣슲. 

펂숮픦 캲핆슲핂 착빪삲. 믆멑슲핂 착빦쁢 멑픎 믆멑슲핂 
몮핟퍊 ‘헖짦’펞 쭖뫊믾 쌚줆핂삲. 펂�졂 팒훊 핊쭎쁢, 헒킪핳 
�펞 섷믆얺삖 뽡핆 짦칺 섣쭒핊 쿦솒 핖삲. 펺 샇킮핂 
캫맏쁢 ‘믆멑핂 팒삖믾’ 쌚줆핂삲.   

 짷힒
 찒많

leading each other by the hand at times, becomes, in 
an instant, in a flash, a ‘shining hill’.

‘Shine Hill’, as it were, reclaims the true meaning of 
its name when it loses its function as a golf practice 
range and workplace. It resonates with the patch of 
real grass on which the ‘theater’ takes place when 
Bonhyang and SeungYeon reenact past life, and 
reminds us of the condition on which ‘half’ hills shine. 
After all, to borrow the title of Yi’s previous work, it’s 
‘Maya’ (not that we know).

In order for it to be ‘not that’, it requires the premise 
of what is considered ‘that’. The solidarity of such 
faith and denial, or the system of illusion, is the 
foundation on which the history of film is built. Films 
have usually depended on this system of illusion, and 
there have been attempts to destroy or expose it. 
How about Yi’s work regarding this? Yi sometimes 
constructs such illusion as pure illusion itself. 
Many figures in her video are involved in certain 
painful situations, and they obstinately ‘(re)stage’ 
such emotions. By introducing a performance that 
confesses to its illusion, and by emphasizing this 
confession through a song that instigates sentiment, 
the work hopes for (something close to) the truth to 
surface from this false belief. For example, when the 
artist, dressed up as a deer, desperately searches 
through the woods in the city at night in her previous 
video, Wetland, Greencard, Trio (2012), the gospel 
song ‘As the Deer’ heard in the background makes us 
a painful witness to this uncontrollable sentiment.

Shine Hill is on the same trajectory, while taking an 
even bolder and stronger twist. For instance, and 
in short, Shine Hill is not composed of just a video. 
The fake hill in Shine Hill is mounted on the floor of 
the exhibition space where the video is screened. 
Buried in darkness, the hill is also a part of Shine Hill. 
Therefore, the video Shine Hill is not self-contained. 
It may be self-contained in itself only when the truth 
is forgotten. Not only is the video Shine Hill already a 
mirror image of something in reality, but it also turns 
back another mirror image to the exhibition space 
from the video. The ‘half’ video, the ‘half’ installation; 
So the hills multiply two times or more.

The shine hills of darkness shine, and they do so  
only because they’re nothing more than ‘halves’.  
This might be due to the reflectors placed in a corner 
of the space. It’s because it’s ‘not that’ you think, 
after all.

 Haejin PAHNG
 Art critic 
 (Translated by Sunhye Hwang, Art Concept)


